Improving margin revision: Characterization of tumor bed margins in early oral tongue cancer
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: To improve margin revision, this study characterizes the number, fragmentation, and orientation of tumor bed margins (TBM) in patients with pT1-2 pN0 squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the oral tongue.

Materials and Methods: Pathology reports (n = 346) were reviewed. TBM parameters were indexed. In Group 1 patients all margins were obtained from the glossectomy specimen and there were no TBM. In Revision Group/Group 2 (n = 103), tumor bed was sampled to revise suboptimal margins identified by examination of the glossectomy specimen. In Group 3 (n = 124), TBM were obtained before examination of the glossectomy specimen.

Results and Conclusions: Fewer TBMs were obtained per patient in Group 2 compared to Group 3 (57/103, 55% of patients with < 3 vs. 117/124, 94%, ≥ 3 TBMs, respectively). The new margin surface was more frequently indicated in Group 2 compared to Group 3 (59/103, 57%, vs. 19/124, 15%, p < .001). If glossectomy specimen margins are accepted as the reference standard, then the TBM was 15% sensitive in Group 2 (95% confidence interval [CI], 7–29) and 32% sensitive in Group 3 (95% CI, 15–55). TBM fragmentation (23/103, 22% vs. 42/124, 34%) and frozen vs. permanent discrepancies (8/103, 3% vs. 3/124, 2%) were similar between Groups 2 and 3. The new margin surface was not indicated in 6 of 11 cases with discrepant frozen vs. permanent pathology findings, precluding judgment on final margin status. To facilitate the assessment of final margins, TBM should be represented by one tissue fragment with a marked new margin surface.

Introduction

Margin evaluation is performed to assess the adequacy of tumor removal [1]. One of the quality initiatives introduced by the American Head and Neck Society deals with the management of patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) extending to margins [2]. There are two major approaches to the sampling of margins [3–7]. In the specimen-driven approach, margin clearance is assessed from en bloc resection specimens. Studies have shown that the most relevant margins are those derived from the resection specimen [8–16]. In the defect-driven approach, the tumor bed is sampled after the primary resection. Tumor bed margins are obtained in two distinct scenarios (Fig. 1): (1) Upfront, without review of the resection specimen, and (2) To revise an inadequate margin identified by the review of the resection specimen. Margin revision is unavoidable in a subset of patients. However, as performed currently, margin revision does not improve clinical outcome [8,11,12,17–19]. A better understanding of the technical characteristics of tumor bed margins (i.e., number, fragmentation, orientation as to the new margin surface) may improve the quality of margin revision. The objective of this project was to characterize these...
technical characteristics of tumor bed margins in patients with pathological (p)T1-2 pN0 SCC of the oral tongue.

Material and methods

Study population

Surgical pathology reports were reviewed for oral tongue SCC treated from 1986 to 2014. The studied patients satisfied the following inclusion criteria:

1. pT1 or pT2 primary SCC of the oral tongue;
2. Elective neck dissection with histologically proven benign lymph nodes (pN0).

This work was approved by the Total Quality Council, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. Surgical pathology reports were reviewed for patients’ age, gender, type of glossectomy, pT as per the 7th edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) [20], status of the glossectomy specimen margins, and characteristics of tumor bed margins (orientation, labeling, fragmentation, positive versus negative). The presence of invasive or in situ carcinoma at the margin was considered a positive margin. The status of both glossectomy and tumor bed margins was examined as a binary variable (positive versus negative). Margins assessed from the glossectomy specimen were referred to as “glossectomy margins”. Margins obtained from the tumor bed (also known as margins form wound, cavity, defect, or patient) were referred to as “tumor bed margins”.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the glossectomy workflow. For simplicity, a predominantly exophytic tumor at the lateral edge of the oral tongue is illustrated, with the row representing the next step in the workflow. In Group 1 (left column), tumor bed margins were not sampled. In Group 2 (middle column), margins were examined from the glossectomy specimen and found to be positive or otherwise suboptimal. The surgeon revised margins by obtaining additional tissue from the tumor bed. White irregular areas in the anterior aspect of glossectomy specimen represent residual carcinoma at the initial anterior margin. The surgeon revised anterior margin by obtaining additional tissue from the tumor bed, representing a new anterior margin. To imagine the relationship between the actual glossectomy margins and additional tissue, the two types of margins are superimposed in the fifth row. Due to the challenges of relocating the exact aspect of the relevant anterior margin in the tumor bed, size discrepancy, and uncertain orientation of the additional tissue, it is conceivable that in some cases the revised margin may not actually cover the entire residual tumor at the anterior glossectomy margin. In Group 3 (right column), five margins are primarily sampled from the tumor bed (red, green, yellow, blue, and black dots), without prior examination of the glossectomy specimen.

Only patients with glossectomy that included sampling of tumor bed are in the current study. Therefore, 119 patients from the prior study by Maxwell et al. [12] were not included in the current study. Two institutions who participated in the Maxwell et al. study could not provide additional technical details (e.g., pathology reports were in German) or could contribute fewer than 10 cases and were excluded.

Five new institutions took part in the current study, contributing data on 139 new patients with early SCC of the oral tongue (with surgery that included sampling of the tumor bed). Overall, of the 227 patients in Groups 2 and 3, only 89 patients were part of the prior study by Maxwell et al. Of note, the technical data on tumor bed margins presented in this manuscript were not previously described in the prior study.

Margin sampling and surgical workflow analysis

The surgical workflow for all patients included in this study was categorized according to the surgeon’s preferred approach to margin sampling and surgical intra-operative findings (Fig. 1) [12].

Briefly, in Group 1, all margins were obtained from the glossectomy specimen. This scenario reflects an en bloc glossectomy with clinically and/or pathologically satisfactory margins as determined by surgeons or pathologists at the time of surgery. Patients from Group 1 were not included in this study since tumor bed margins were not sampled.

In Group 2 (revision group), glossectomy specimens were intraoperatively examined, found to be positive or otherwise suboptimal (i.e., distorted, ulcerated, or lacking normal mucosa at the mucosal margin), and the surgeon revised the margins by obtaining additional tissue from the tumor bed. Revision was performed as a second procedure only in 6 cases. The intent to revise was reflected in the labeling:
such tumor bed margins were labeled as “new”, “additional”, “#2”, “revised”, “supplemental”, “repeat”, or “re-resection”.

In Group 3, glossectomy specimens were not intraoperatively examined by a pathologist and margins were primarily sampled from the tumor bed. In some cases ($n = 7$), surgeons’ reliance on tumor bed margins was reflected in labeling main resection specimen as “non-marginal”.

**Statistical analysis**

Differences between Groups 2 and 3 were analyzed with Fisher’s exact test for categorical data. All statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA).

**Results**

Tumor bed margins were obtained in 227 of 346 (66%) patients with pT1-2 pN0 SCC of the oral tongue (Fig. 1). There was no difference in basic clinicopathologic parameters among patients in Groups 2 and 3 (Table 1). Tumor bed margin characteristics are summarized in Table 2.

**Primary reliance on tumor bed margins is associated with sampling of ≥3 tumor bed margins per patient**

Fewer tumor bed margins per patient (or procedure) were obtained in the revision group/Group 2 compared to Group 3 (Fig. 2). For Group 2 patients, most commonly one tumor bed margin was revised per procedure (41/103, 40%).

In contrast, 5 tumor bed margins per patient were commonly 52/124 (42%) obtained in Group 3 cases. The smallest carcinomas in Group 3 ($n = 9$, 16.5 mm, median) were accompanied by 3 tumor bed margins (Fig. 3).

**Examination of the resection specimen does not improve localization of positive tumor bed margins**

As expected, the number of cases with at least one positive glossectomy specimen margin was higher in the revision group/Group 2 (Table 2). However, the number of positive tumor bed margins was equal in Groups 2 and 3. This finding is somewhat counterintuitive as in the revision scenario tumor bed sampling was guided by the results of margins’ assessment from the resection specimen. This finding confirms the challenges of re-localizing the area of concern in the tumor bed [21].

**Low sensitivity of tumor bed samples for positive glossectomy specimen margins**

Sensitivity of the tumor bed margin was defined as “the ability of the tumor bed biopsy to predict positive glossectomy specimen margin”. When margins obtained from the glossectomy specimen are accepted as the reference standard, then the tumor bed margin was 15% sensitive (95% confidence interval [CI], 7–29) in the revision group/Group 2 and 32% sensitive (95 CI, 15–55) in Group 3.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Clinical and Pathologic Characteristics.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total, n = 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, median (range), years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pT, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumor Bed Margin Characteristics.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total, n = 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases with positive glossectomy margin, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases with positive tumor bed margin, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragmentation, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriented Tumor Bed Margins, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True margin indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen versus permanent sampling discrepancy, n (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fragmentation of tumor bed margins

In both groups, tumor bed margins are commonly fragmented (Table 2).

Orientation of tumor bed margins: Uncertain new margin surface

In the revision group/Group 2, tumor bed margins are more likely to be oriented as to the new margin surface (Table 2, Fig. 4): in 45% of cases (46/103), the new margin surface was indicated for all revised margins.

The new margin surface was identified by ink, stitch, or clip (Table 3, Figures 4 and 5). In 40% (31/78) of cases, only anatomic orientation (i.e., anterior) was provided, making it difficult to deduce the new margin surface, especially when the main resection specimen is not available intraoperatively (Fig. 5).

Frozen versus final pathology sampling issues

There were 11 patients with frozen versus permanent pathology sampling discrepancies. In 9 tumor bed margins, the carcinoma was seen on permanent section of the frozen section remnant only (i.e., negative “frozen” and positive “permanent”). In 2 cases, the carcinoma was seen on frozen section only. In 6 of 11 cases with discrepant frozen and final pathology findings, the new margin surface was not indicated. There was one diagnostic interpretive error (Group 3).

Table 3
Methods of indicating new margin surface on tumor bed margins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Number of cases (n = 78)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tumor bed margin oriented as to anterior or other aspect, without unequivocal indication of the new margin (Fig. 4), n</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ink at new margin, n</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suture/stitch at new margin, n</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New margin unstained, n</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriented by surgeon, n</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not specified, n</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

It has been previously shown that reliance on tumor bed margins alone (Group 3 in this study) correlates with worse local control and should no longer be considered a viable method of margin assessment [6,7,9,11–13,15,16]. Prognostically relevant margin information is best derived from the resection specimen. The specimen-driven approach to margin sampling is now endorsed by the 8th edition of American Joint Cancer Committee staging manual. Similarly, the oral cavity cancer checklist by the College of American Pathologists (CAP) prompts reporting of margins from the resection specimen.

In this retrospective multi-institutional study, surgeons primarily relied on tumor bed margins in 124/346 (36%) of patients. Some resected specimens were labeled as “non-marginal tissue”. This discourages pathologists from reporting specimen-derived margins. Tumor bed margins have a sensitivity of 15 to 32% for identifying positive margins from resection specimens, indicating that tumor bed biopsies are a sub-optimal method for “mapping out” a tumor [22].
As performed currently, margin revision does not improve clinical outcome (e.g., local recurrence rate). [8,11,13,17–19] In this study, we highlighted some of the technical parameters that may help to assess the quality of the revision. In Group 3, in 94% of cases there were ≥3 tumor bed biopsies, 85% of which were not oriented as to the margin surface and 34% of which were fragmented.

Any methods of unequivocally indicating new margin surface – by stitch, ink, clip, or directly by surgeon – are most helpful. The lack of orientation as to the new margin surface (Fig. 4) and fragmentation make it uncertain which surface of the tumor bed margin should be examined first intraoperatively. The lack of orientation also precludes adequate resolution of frozen versus permanent pathology sampling issues. In the absence of tumor bed margin orientation (Fig. 4), the assumption that frozen section results are always representative of margin status is baseless. When the new margin surface is not indicated, it is unclear whether it is represented on frozen or permanent section. It is also unclear whether, by cutting deeper into the tissue block, one gets closer to or further from the actual margin.

Fragmentation of the tumor bed margins complicates the understanding of the spatial relationship between the main resection specimen and revised margin. Without reconstructing the relationship between the tumor bed margin and resected specimen, pathologists cannot determine whether the new margin actually adequately fits (in terms of the size and shape) to the revised aspect of the resected specimen.

This retrospective study of tumor bed margins is based on review of surgical pathology reports and can reliably address only such margins' parameters as number, orientation, sensitivity, sampling discrepancies, and fragmentation. This study is limited in its ability to reliably assess size and site of tumor bed margins. Empirically, many tumor bed margins are rather small and thin [3] (e.g., <3 mm). Thus while tumor bed margins may be technically "negative," the overall final margin may actually still be "close." While revisiting the definition of a "close" margin was not an aim of this study, margin clearance has been shown to inversely correlate with recurrence rate [11]. Suboptimal re-localization of the area of concern in the tumor bed is a known limitation: relocation of the site of interest in a tumor bed may be off target by about 1 cm in 1/3 of cases [21].

The details of tumor bed margins described here are critical for deciding on the final margin status in cases with discrepant tumor bed and resection specimen margins. In this study, in 44 of 52 cases with attempted margin revision, the new tumor bed margin was negative while the corresponding initial resection specimen margin was positive. To reconcile such margins, one has to consider the shape, tissue type, size, and orientation of the tumor bed margin. Practically, pathologists have the following options [7]:

1. Acknowledge adequate revision and state that the final overall margin is negative;
2. State that the final margin status cannot be determined when the revised margin is fragmented or un-oriented as to the new margin surface;
3. State the inadequacy of margin revision and report margin status based on the resection specimen only. The latter scenario is most appropriate if the revised margin is unoriented, fragmented, and too small to "cover" the carcinoma at the resection specimen margin.

In summary, the additional tissue obtained from the tumor bed should be represented by one oriented tissue fragment; this facilitates the assessment of revised margins by pathologists. When tumor bed sampling is not guided by the examination of the glossectomy specimen, the number of tumor bed margins is higher. The common lack of orientation of the tumor bed margins prevents resolution of frozen versus permanent discrepancies.
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